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Lapeer County
Central Dispatch
Lapeer County 911 is a
Smart 911 Center
Through funding provided by
the Michigan State Police
we are partnered with the
privately owned company
Smart 911 to better help and
serve our citizens in times of
emergency.
The program is all opt-in
which means that it is your
choice to participate in the
program. If you choose to
participate you have the
option to provide as much or
as little personal information
as you are comfortable with.
The data you provide is kept
secure and private in the
Smart911 database and is
only visible to our 911
dispatchers when you call
911. At no other time is your
information available to
search or view by us or
anyone else.
Learn more and sign up
here:
https://www.smart911.com/

Cyber & Personal Security Tips

Crypto (Currency, Mining, Jacking)

Nuclear Scientists Arrested
for BitCoin Mining

What is crypto currency?
It is as a ‘peer-to-peer electronic cash system.’ It is completely decentralized, meaning there
are no servers involved and no central controlling authority such as the Federal Reserve
Bank. The concept closely resembles peer-to-peer networks for file sharing. Cryptocurrency
is a form of payment that can be exchanged online for goods and services. Many companies
have issued their own currencies, often called tokens, and these can be traded specifically
for the good or service that the company provides. Think of them as you would arcade
tokens or casino chips. You’ll need to exchange real currency for the cryptocurrency to
access the good or service.
Cryptocurrencies work using a technology called blockchain. Blockchain is a decentralized
technology spread across many computers that manages and records transactions. Part of
the appeal of this technology is its security. The Blockchain is a public ledger of all
transactions that ever happened within the network, available to everyone. Therefore,
everyone in the network can see every account’s balance.
Every transaction is a file that consists of the sender’s and recipient’s public keys (wallet
addresses) and the amount of coins transferred. The transaction also needs to be signed off
by the sender with their private key. All of this is just basic cryptography. Eventually, the
transaction is broadcasted in the network, but it needs to be confirmed first.

Essentially, cryptocurrencies are limited entries in a database that
no one can change unless specific conditions are fulfilled.

What is crypto mining?
Miners are the single most important part of any cryptocurrency network, and much like
trading, mining is an investment. Essentially, miners are providing a bookkeeping service for
their respective communities. They contribute their computing power to solving complicated
cryptographic puzzles, which is necessary to confirm a transaction and record it in a
distributed public ledger called the Blockchain.
One of the interesting things about mining is that the difficulty of the puzzles is constantly
increasing, correlating with the number of people trying to solve it. So, the more popular a
certain cryptocurrency becomes, the more people try to mine it, the more difficult the
process becomes.
These days, Bitcoin (a specific brand crypto currency) mining can only become profitable if
you’re willing to invest in an industrial-grade mining hardware. This, of course, incurs huge
electricity bills on top of the price of all the necessary equipment.
But how do miners make profits? The more computing power they manage to accumulate,
the more chances they have of solving the cryptographic puzzles. Once a miner manages to
solve the puzzle, they receive a reward as well as a transaction fee.
Crypto currencies and mining are perfectly legal in the United States, but are subject to
capital gains taxes by the IRS.

In February 2018 it was reported
that Russian nuclear scientists had
attempted to use one of the
countries most powerful
supercomputers to mine Bitcoin, a
popular crypto currency.
The supercomputer wasn’t
supposed to be connected to the
Internet to prevent intrusion. When
the scientists hooked it up, the
laboratory security department was
alerted to the potential breach.
They were then turned over to the
Russian authorities where they now
face prosecution.
Its probably not a good idea to mine
crypto currency on your employers
computers. Beware.

Ransomware Payment method
Many ransomware attacks that
demand money from you will require
you to use Bitcoin to pay them before
they will send you a decryption key to
unlock your files.
Generally they will provide you
instructions on how to do that and
some have even offered tech support
help for those who have no idea what
to do. They’ve locked your files,
demanded your money through
crypto currency and some will even
“help you” out in order to pay them!
Be sure you’re anti-virus and software
is up-to-date to minimize your risk to
this scam.
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Dangers Lurk At Any Click

Cambridge Analytica & Facebook

Crypto jacking

Its been reported that users data which
was linked to third-party apps was
used to influence the last presidential
election. Early reports suggest that it
may have been legal, however that is
still in question. Also the ethical
ramifications behind the use of that
data stretches even further down the
road. Facebook seems to have done
little to protect how that data was used.

Crypto jacking is the unauthorized use of someone else’s computer to mine
crypto currency. Hackers do this by either getting the victim to click on a
malicious link in an email that loads crypto mining code on the computer, or
by infecting a website or online ad with JavaScript code that auto-executes
once loaded in the victim’s browser. Either way, the crypto mining code then
works in the background as unsuspecting victims use their computers
normally. The only sign they might notice is slower performance or lags in
execution.

If you’re one of the millions of people
who use Facebook and are concerned
about your privacy and the apparent
breach of trust concerning your
metadata, here are some things you
can do to check your privacy and lock
it down.
First be sure to read and understand
the fine print when connecting
websites and third-party apps to
Facebook. Make sure you’re
comfortable with whatever data they’re
asking to get from you when you link it
to your Facebook account.
Go here to check your apps access
http://bit.ly/2pGJg3D
Use Facebooks own privacy checkup
page to go through everything and set
it up the way you want it to be.
http://bit.ly/2Gp4y08
Be sure to use the ‘View as’ feature
inside of Facebook to see your page
as either your friends or the public so
you know what is out there for anyone
to see. Then lock your account down
further if you’re not comfortable with
what you find.
http://bit.ly/2I5m8TV
If you just want to delete your
Facebook account altogether:
http://bit.ly/2pFLkZT

Questions or Comments?

Crypto jacking has been significantly rising in popularity by hackers in 2018.
Some top websites have been hacked to insert mining code into them. For
example the LA Times was hacked and visitors to their website were
unknowingly mining cryptocurrency for the hackers. This provides a broad and
diverse method of mining distributed among thousands of website visitors and
using the hardware and electricity of everyone to generate their illicit profit
with nearly no overhead costs to themselves.
The LA Times has since fixed the vulnerability and removed the mining code.

How to Protect Yourself From Crypto Jacking
If you are purposefully participating in a legal form of crypto mining on your own
and know what you’re doing then you’ve probably done your homework and
have a decent hardware setup for this. If you’re not here are some signs to look
for and things you can do to protect against unwanted mining.
If you visit a certain website and linger on it for a little while and notice that your
computer is suddenly running slower, hotter and the fans start spinning faster,
its possible that the website is mining your CPU cycles.
One option to protect yourself from crypto mining / crypto jacking is to use an
extension which automatically blocks the most common JavaScript miners.
Available for Chrome, minerBlock and No Coin are handy browser extensions
specifically designed to block popular crypto miners from using your computing
power.
Next to these solutions, you can also try using JavaScript-blocking extensions
like NoScript (for Firefox) or ScriptSafe (for Chrome). These last two are really
for advanced users because they will break most every site you visit until you
explicitly allow each blocked domain trying to load on the page. They’re great
for security but poor on convenience.
Another alternative is to manually add the crypto miners in question to your list
of blocked domains in ad-blockers.

The malicious software that was unleashed
on the DoD network was to scan computers
for data, open backdoors, and send through
those backdoors to a remote command and
control server - stealing data.
You may not be the target of a nation-state
attack like this, but you’re probably just as
susceptible to being infected by malware by
plugging in a USB stick you found or that
you haven’t had control over yourself. A
friend or coworker might have been
plugging it in and sharing between many
computers and picked up a virus
somewhere along the way. Every time its
plugged into a new PC it infects it.
Before trusting an alien USB drive in your
computer, be sure your anti-virus is up-todate and scan the drive before opening
anything on it. Turn off Windows autoplay
feature too. http://bit.ly/2pEljdg
Check with your company or employer
about their policy on using USB sticks in the
workplace. You could potentially infect your
place of employment.

Webcam Hacking

Always make sure your Windows software is updated to prevent against
vulnerabilities like EternalBlue which can be used to spread crypto mining
attacks.

Former FBI Director Covers His

The one plus to this website crypto jacking is that you can stop it once
detected, by closing the browser tab that has the site open. It will not continue
to mine you when its gone.

Is there anything you would like to see
us cover in a future issue?

Crypto Mining in Lieu of Showing Ads

http://bit.ly/44dtfb

In 2008 it was reported that a USB stick
bought by American service members in
Afghanistan had later been plugged into
Department of Defense computers and
infected the network with malicious software
allegedly developed by a Russian
intelligence agency. They had injected their
malware onto the USB drives, packaged
them for sale and sold them at locations
where it was known American service
members shopped. The idea was that
inevitably one or more of those USB sticks
would end up being plugged into a
government computer and that is just what
happened.

Use a strong antivirus that protects against crypto jacking by detecting all
unsecure websites and blocking anything malicious, including crypto mining.

Do you have any questions or
comments on the information in this
newsletter?

Send us feedback here:

Check That USB Stick

Almost every laptop sold today has a built in
webcam. Some desktops have them built in
too and there are add-on webcams that
connect via USB. They’re quite ubiquitous
these days and we rarely think about them
except when we want to FaceTime or Skype
with a family member or friend.

One of the biggest dilemmas online sites from news to shopping and other
types of websites is how to generate revenue without making a paywall that the
user needs to subscribe to in order to get their content. The content we
consume from these sites isn’t free to produce and they want to recoup their
costs and remain viable. The problem is how best to do that and the solution
has been selling ads on their sites, much like a newspaper does in their print
editions. Most ads served on a site aren’t served directly by that site, but by a
third party ad company who delivers those ads.

It is possible that your webcam can be
hacked and someone in another part of the
world, or down the street from you, is spying
on you. The FBI even admits they’ve
developed methods to hack into webcams
to spy on criminal targets. Mark Zuckerberg,
CEO of Facebook covers his too.

The advent of ad blockers in our browsers has put a huge burden on the
revenue of many sites and now some are looking into consensual crypto mining
as a means to not show you annoying ads and still make them some money
from your visit to their site.

Manufacturers are getting better about
securing access to their webcams, but if
you’re using an older computer or webcam
that is unpatched or still vulnerable to known
exploits, you are at risk.

The problem some sites are having is limiting the amount of CPU resources
they use up on your PC so that it doesn’t slow it down and make it unusable
either. Plus, they in good faith, should give you the option to view ads or accept
a little mining for the duration of your visit. They shouldn’t do it without your
consent or knowledge.

Coming Up Soon
Next time we’ll be discussing SSL or Secure Sockets Layer. Its the S in HTTPS
at the beginning of a web address and its what you want to see on a site before
entering personal information.

Sign up for our newsletter here: http://bit.ly/44DTSU

If you have a webcam that plugs in, keep it
unplugged until you’re ready to use it and
then unplug it when you’re done.
If yours is built in, use a piece of tape to
cover it up. It may not look nice, but it is a
simple way to prevent unauthorized spying.

